Introduction
This article considers the use of semantic web technologies in the context of everyday historians##. It deduces from theoretical considerations needs for the actual implementation of a digital edition. It explains some of the basic concepts of the semantic web more extensively than necessary for the digital humanities scholar already familiar with these technologies. I've argued elsewhere why a digital edition can be considered the best method to publish economic records as historical sources. 1 This argument is based on the insight that historical accounting records can only be understood when their documentary properties are fully considered: Their palaeographical and codicological features ("viusal" layer) and the linguistics of the text ("linguistic" layer) contribute to their understanding as a formal representation of the facts recorded ("content" layer). 2 The following first discusses the drawbacks of reducing digital edition of accounts and economic records to the encoding offered by the TEI. I will compare the text oriented approach of the TEI with other digital representations of accounts that are oriented primarily on the economic facts accounted. The second part of the article discusses the opportunities offered by the usage of semantic web technologies (RDF, RDFs/OWL, SKOS and SPARQL) to encode and expose the content layer of digital editions. I have described elsewhere in more detail my own proposal how a customized XML/TEI transcription can be transformed into a XML serialisation of RDF facts, 3 and there are other projects interlacing RDF structures into TEI. 4 This article focus on an introduction into the semantic web technologies as
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3 deletions and editorial interventions. The economic facts recorded are not encoded. 9 The reason for this might be that encoding economic facts is not covered by straight-forward-TEI. The TEI offers encoding for numbers and measurements. <num> 10 allows to encode textual representation of numbers and convert them into computable numerals encoded in an attribute. An encoding like <num value="43">xliii</num> would thus keep the roman number in the text and hand over the value 43 to a computer calculation. <measure> and <measureGrp> allow encoding text which represents any kind of measurement. <measure> "contains a word or phrase referring to some quantity of an object or commodity, usually comprising a number, a unit, and a commodity name" 11 and can be grouped together with other measurements, when they "relate to the same object" 12 . Thus a text like unc. I t. XXV g. XI is easily encoded as <measureGrp><measure>unc.
I</measure> <measure>t. XXV</measure> <measure>g. XI</measure></measureGrp>.
There are already good examples using this kind of encoding: The digital version of the Edward Arber transcription of the Stationer's Registers created by Giles Bergel, Ian Gadd, James Cummings and the Bodleian Libraries makes heavy use of the <num> element (cfr. Listing #1#). 13 The same is the case with the prototype digital edition of the Fortune Theatre Records.
14 <seg type="fee" rend="roman-numerals aligned-right"><!--processing: xijd--><num type="totalPence" value="12"><!--orig: xijd--><num type="pence" value="12">xij<hi rend="superscript">d</hi> </num> </num> </seg> With this the TEI guidelines offer a generic element for numerals and measurements to serve many purposes. The example in Listing #1# shows that monetary values can be expressed with the <num> elements as well as with the <measure> element. This flexibility is typical for the TEI and there are many situations in which this feature has to be considered an advantage. But when using it in a specific domain can create more work than necessary: When dealing with accounts money is usually the major commodity measured. The encoding of monetary values in the TEI would be expressed with the help of the attribute @type, and the examples used in the guidelines suggest using the keyword "currency". This is a bit troublesome as you have to create verbose code to encode a very often occurring textual structure. But the situation is more complex. The @type value "currency" representing monetary measurements is only suggested by its continuous use in all the examples of
the TEI guidelines. In fact the definition of the attribute reads much more generally: "@type specifies the type of measurement in any convenient typology". 17 The user of the TEI encoded texts thus cannot infer from the TEI guidelines or the formal definition if a measure-element encodes money, spatial extension or the amount of commodities.
To help in this situation the TEI offers the Roma tool and the ODD mechanism. 18 Roma is a web service in which the user can generate a customisation of the TEI reusing existing elements, modifying them and adding new elements in a way that they are consistent with the general definitions of the TEI. 19 The web service writes a formal description of the modifications following the guidelines of the TEI for the documentation of XML schemas, the so called ODD ("One Document Does it all"). The Roma web service can compile a full XML schema (either following the W3C recommendations for XML schemas or in RelaxNG syntax) or a DTD which can be used to help with encoding. This mechanism made for example the encoding of the annual accounts of the city of Basel between 1535 and 1611 effictive. The transcribers in the project used abbreviated codes for the amounts booked: <sr:lb>, <sr:sh> and <sr:d> expressed the currency divisions in pound, shilling and pence. In the publication process this encoding was transformed into full TEI encoding as <measure type="currency" unit="lb"> etc.
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A major achievement on the path of TEI customisation is the work of Kathryn Tomasek and Syd Baumann. They suggested enhancing the TEI mark up with mark-up dedicated to economic transactions. 21 Their so called "Transactionography" describes economic facts as a transfer of services, goods and money between actors. It wraps the <measure> encoding in <transaction> and <transfer>. The actors are referenced in attributes @fra and @til. It is basically meant to be a kind of stand-off annotation as it allows referencing the source of the information in @source attribute, but if text consists only of measures and glosses it could be integrated in a transcription.
The proposal by Tomasek and Baumann avoids another issue in encoding historical accounting and economic records with the TEI: They separate the textual from the logical representation, as it is not clear what the basic text structure of bookkeeping entries in the TEI could be. The history of written accounting and the social anthropologic research on literacy has demonstrated that the topological organisation of the information on the page is determined by culture as well by practical need. Modern spreadsheet software suggests that table style accounting is the main visual method for the organisation of economic facts. But the history of accounting shows that there were many visual representations used. 22 The TEI offers at least two elements to encode the textual structure of accounts: the 
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In this kind of accounting layout the TEI would probably suggest a <div> for the logical organisation of the entries. You might even find friends of encoding this as a list -and the definition of the TEI covers this approach as well. Here is not the place to discuss the semantics of the TEI definitions of these elements in detail. All of them are appropriate for the encoding of accounting texts -and all of them exclude essential information from the encoding, i.e. the logical function of the entries: The text is a written representation of economic facts.
This follows the multiple perspectives on text digital editions have to deal with: text can be considered a visual entity ("image"), a trace of the writing act, a linguistic structure ("language") or a representation of facts ("content", "data"). 24 The TEI as described above offers very useful tools and concepts to encode text as image and text as language. When it comes to the content of the text, the TEI is less far developed. If you encode the accounting facts as in Listing #1#, you are completely in line with the TEI guidelines. The encoding states that somebody paid a fee of 12 pence. This information is conveyed by attribute values: type="fee", type="currency", unit ="pence". Thus, the major accounting information, the "data" represented by the text, is not defined by the TEI itself.
In fact many projects publishing data from historical economic records choose to organise the "content" of the documents in databases or spreadsheets. When downloading the data tables from the Sound Toll Online project it becomes clear that it is not easy to reuse this kind of encoding: The tables and fields represent the logic that the researcher extracted from the source. The question arises if these structures could be mapped to a common language. In the business world the eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) is on the road to establish itself as a data exchange standard, in particular because several national authorities require taxation data in XBRL based format. 28 Like the TEI it uses XML to encode the data. It breaks the data down into simple economic facts that are described by pairs of concepts and values in a specific context. The facts are collected in an instance. The concepts are defined by taxonomies. XBRL offers a dedicated data type for monetary data 29 and when using the "Global Ledger" taxonomy provided by the XBRL consortium you find basic accounting concepts entry (gl-cor:entryHeader and glcor:entryDetail), amount booked (gl-cor:amount, gl-cor:signOfAmount), debit and credit (gl-cor:debitCreditCode). 30 While TEI has established itself as a common encoding semantics for texts in their linguistic and physical representation, XBRL is on the way to become a common reference for the description of economic facts. For the purpose of digital editing accounting texts in their multiplicity as visual, linguistic and economic objects the separation of technologies for textual and factual modelling and encoding remains.
The Semantic Web
This separation of technologies can be considered part of the distinction between conceptual modelling and modelling for production. The idea of the semantic web introduced by Tim Berners Lee and the W3C is to exchange not only documents over the internet but to share structured data as well. The W3C developed a framework of standards which help to describe data structures and offers standardised query interfaces. The technical specifications of this framework are called "Resource Description Framework" (RDF). It includes a basic formalisation of data as simple graphs consisting of nodes ("resources") connected by edges ("properties"). On top of this the definitions of RDF allow describing data schemas and formal ontologies with "RDFs" (RDF Schema) or the Web Ontology Language "OWL". A third set of specifications under the recursive acronym SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language) describes how to query RDF data via the internet. It includes a syntax for queries and a specification of functionalities that the so called "SPARQL endpoints" -i.e. interfaces to RDF databases -should offer.
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Initially RDF was introduced to create structured metadata to web documents. The basic format of RDF is thus a statement about a web resource. These statements are grammatically very simple as they consist of nothing than an URL for the resource as subject, a property of the resource as predicate and a text or another resource as object. This basic model fits very well into the situation of digital edition of accounting records: The "content" of the accounting document can be considered as a statement about the (linguistic) text. Every XML element in a TEI transcription can be identified via the URL fragment identifier syntax 34 with a URL. This URL consists of the document URL and a fragment identifier behind the hash-symbol (#): http://gams.unigraz.at/o:srbas.1535#bs_Gipszoll-div-0 leads to the section of the 1535 Basel account that carries a <div> mark up and the Identifier "bs_gipszoll-div-9" expressed in a xml:idattribute. 35 As I have argued elsewhere 36 that this basic structure can be combined with vocabularies describing the relationship between text and data like the "p67 Refers to" property of the CIDOC-CRM 37 or the "hasTarget" property from the Open Annotation vocabulary. 38 8 This is very much in line with the further development of RDF, as this simple but highly structured encoding helps to exchange structured data over the web without being too restrictive on the form of the data. This is in particular encouraged by W3C definition of schema descriptions in the RDF framework. They allow defining the predicates and organising data into classes. Single data points could therefore be assigned to general definitions -or as it would have been called in tables: column headers can be defined explicitly and the schemes can be exchanged via the web. A RDF download of accounting data could thus (a) reference explicitly a transcription of the text and (b) add a formal description of the data structure used to extract economic information from the transcription. Already this recommends RDF for the digital representation of the "content" layer of historical accounting documents.
There are several methods to code the RDF and to handle RDF data. In my personal work practice I've made good experiences with the Turtle notation 39 and blazegraph 40 as database. In the context of TEI encoded transcriptions it seems reasonable to prefer RDF/XML as serialization as it can be created with pure XSLT application to TEI transcriptions. 41 The practical decisions in this field do not affect the general argument, as fortunately all serialisations express the same basic concepts and there is software available to convert from one to the other and that the W3C specifications guarantee that RDF data could be stored and queried in all RDF enabled database solutions.
In fact the RDF solution carries advantages beyond the practical decision for one or the other encoding of the data representing the "content" of the accounts and economic records. I've already mentioned the first: It is easy to model with RDF the relationship between the textual resource and the data representation. The second is that you can write a formal description of a data model you want to apply. With RDFs you can organise your data structure into a class hierarchy and you can define a set of properties linking between the resources and defining literal descriptions to resources. The economic data represented in the text of accounting records could thus be described in a formal way which allows software engineers to build efficient search engines and statistical data analysis. A third advantage is that RDF is conceptualized as a directed graph i.e. a relationship between two entities which has a start and an end. The transfer of money or goods as a basic concept of accounting can easily be understood as directed graph: one person (start entity) transfers money/goods (relationship) to the other (end entity). Semantic web technologies offer therefore currently the best methods to describe not only the reference between text and economic facts but to describe a generic structure of these facts.
A major interest of scholarly editing is to make available reliable texts to other research. The same is valid for digital editing. In the case of economic records this means that editions should the "content" layer should also be available for research not foreseen in the original setting. While the Economic history often is not only interested in the accounting practice and the original accounting structure but in economic facts reported in the accounts. Prices, wages and currency conversion rates are good examples for this research interest. The model should therefore contain entities to describe the relationship between two measurable as prices and should identify measurable not only as monetary item but as commodities or services as well. Prices can be considered as a special case of conversions of measurements.
All of this can be expressed in RDFs and here is not the place to explain this formalisation further. An advantage of using RDF for the modelling can be shown with the concept account. It is a problematic term in the vocabulary because it can have different meanings: In accounting theory an account can be "personal", "real", or "nominal". It therefore can represent a relationship between two partners, an aggregation of items of value, or a temporary evaluation of the economic status of business. But accounts can also be considered as a list of bookkeeping entries. 44 In accounting on paper they could be expressed in single pages or dedicated ledgers and they are identified by a heading. In final fair copies of bookkeeping documents in particular in the context of single entry bookkeeping they are just lists of entries under a heading which could be called "rubrics", referencing the medieval method of marking headings with red ink. Fortunately there is a common abstraction in the two concepts when you consider "account" as method to organize a group of single facts. In the XBRL scheme this
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10 is considered a dimension of the data. 45 Modelling this in RDFs allows organising the information in a hierarchy of abstractions: Both account and rubric can be described as special case of dimension. The account is an abstraction of personal account, real account and nominal account.
Expressing this model in RDF should enable projects with different research interests to link their data model a common abstraction. Let me consider this with the example of ##Sound toll ## and ##:
The Sound Toll records STR report the passage date, the name of the shipmaster, his place of residence, his port of departure and -from the mid-1660s -his port of destination, the composition of the cargo and the toll paid. Each of these entries is thus a bk:Entry made referring to a specific bk:date. The original purpose of the registers was to record the bk:MonetaryAmount of taxes received. The entry conveys information on commodities (bk:Commodity) in the cargo and can be analysed under different dimensions (bk:Dimension): the shipmasters residence, the ports of departure and destination of the cargo. In double entry bookkeeping you could consider the shipmaster as a bk:PersonalAccount, which would be a specialised interpretation of the general concept of bk:Dimension. Listing #2b#: Fragment of Sound Toll Register data expressed in the bookkeeping vocabulary proposed at http://gams.uni-graz.at/rem/bookkeeping What is obviously missing is the relationship between the ship owner, the passage and the commodities. As the basic economic ontology does not provide a vocabulary for this, it seems appropriate to create a local ontology: str:Passage str:by <FrandtzMoller-fromRostockh> ; str:transports [ a bk:Measurable ] ; str:departure <Danzig> ; str:through <DanishSound> -and in the period before 1634 the destination of the goods is usually not mentioned in the Sound Toll registers. It would certainly make sense if other projects editing trade documents agree on a common vocabulary to describe their data. For a research on prices the common bk:Price class associated with the goods transported gives already an easy access to the data and the evaluation at the Danish Sound could be easily compared to the market prices in Rostock and Danzig.
The textual evidence for the data would be encoded by bk:attested. This leads to an archival identification of the document from which the information is extracted. The link to the image or to a full transcription of the text would probably better be a generic cidoc-crm:p67 -relationship to the archival document as well.
The 75 annual accounts of the city of Basel from 1535 to 1610 do not use highly sophisticated accounting methods. Each of them organises the income and expense of the city in about 160 rubrics and draws a final total. In the digital edition of these accounts created in cooperation between a team at Basel University under the lead of Susanna attribution to the fiscal year and they are organized into rubrics (bk:Rubric). In fact, the rubrics have a structure which is not completely expressed in the written text. There is a group of rubrics concerning the city to be distinguished from the rubrics recording income and expenses from the hinterland. But only the entries from the hinterland have a common heading: So ist inn uszern schloszen und empteren empfange. To encode this data structure the digital edition adds a "virtual rubric" bs:StadtEinnahmen for the city. Additionally some entries were assigned to "virtual rubrics" following business evaluation criteria: The accounts report cash flow and thus do not distinguish between money expended as loans viz. received from debtors as repayment of these loans on the one hand and money received by taxes and trade viz. expended on services and goods on the other. This accounting method creates outliers in a numerical evaluation ( fig. #1# ) which can be avoided by the virtual classification. But what does it help? Indeed the basic organisation of economic facts reported in historical accounting documents makes the economic data interchangeable only at a very basic level. A comparison between the value of wine in Basel and in the Baltics can only be achieved if entries documenting wine can be identified in the Swiss annual accounts and in the Danish toll registers. The data model of the Sound Toll online already helps to achieve that as the commodities in the cargo of the ships passing the Sound are stored in the database. The project has published a multilingual list of these commodities to facilitate search. 47 You can find there normalised terms and translations which gives the reader at least 57 terms identifying wine: Red wine, white wine, sweet wine, Rhine wine, dry wine from Malaga, wine from Croatia, Cap wine etc. The digital edition of the accounts ("debt-and invoice-registers") of the Teutonic Order around 1400, created by Cordelia Heß, Christina Link and Jürgen Sarnowsky offers an extensive index. It includes a hierarchical classification of goods, 47 ## http://www.soundtoll.nl/index.php/en/onderzoek/productenlijst
13 offices, professions etc. 48 The Schuredo taxonomy for groceries includes a list of nine types of wine:
Elsasser wyn (Alsatian wine), Gobenysch wyn, Garschonier wyn/wyn von Gorsgonien (Gascogne wine), lantwyne (rural wine), Osey wyn, reynval (wine from Riviglio), rynisscher wyen (Rhine wine), Romanya wyn, welschis wyn (Italian wine). With Semantic web technologies the Rhine wine in both lists could be compared, the information on it merged and queried as a whole, as they allow to create a common vocabulary for both sources, the exposure of the information as RDF data and the aggregated query with SPARQL.
The common vocabulary could be expressed in the system the W3C has developed to describe lists of concepts as taxonomies, the "Simple Knowledge Organisation System" (SKOS). Representing the taxonomy from the Prussian edition in SKOS is for example a straight forward task. 49 In SKOS each of the terms in the taxonomy are considered an abstract concept (skos:Concept) that can have several labels to name them (skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel). The terms are identified by URIs and are part of a concept scheme. SKOS can express hierarchical relationships between concepts as "broader" and "narrower" or just undefined relations.
With this data description standard the digital edition of accounting records can enhance the "content" layer. In entity-attribute modelled data bases this is usually done by normalisation of text and by offering lists the researcher can use to prepare calculations and queries. Semantic web technologies convert this into formal controlled vocabularies. Controlled vocabularies abstract from the name in the text allowing multilingual research, and they describe hierarchical relationships. With semantic web technologies therefore common index lists for commodities and services, places and persons, or currencies and measurements can be created.
Although it is technically possible it remains an open question from the conceptual point of view, if a vocabulary for commodities and services covering a wide chronological and geographical realm can be achieved at all. But even if not, SKOS can establish identifications even between separated lists: The Rhinewine listed in the Sound toll registers as "Vin, Rhinsk" and as "Rhinskvin" can be identified to be an exact match to the Rhinewine in the registers from the Teutonic order as "rynisscher wyen" identified in the classification as "Rheinwein" under the URI http://www.schuredo.unihamburg.de/browse/groceries/0023/0023.A/0007" (listing #3#).
<skos:Concept rdf:about="http://soundtoll.nl/products#Rhinskvin"> <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://soundtoll.nl/products"/> <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="dk">Rhinskvin</skos:prefLabel> <skos:altLabel xml:lang="dk">Vin, Rhinsk</skos:altLabel> <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Rhine wine</skos:prefLabel> <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="nl">Rijnwijn</skos:prefLabel> <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="fr">Vin du Rhin</skos:prefLabel> <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="nl/frs">Rynwyn</skos:prefLabel> <skos:exactMatch rdf:resource="http://www.schuredo.unihamburg.de/browse/groceries/0023/0023.A/0007"/> </skos:Concept> , wiki data 55 or the lexical databases following the "Wordnet"-model. 56 For monetary data numismatics researchers have started building an ontology of numismatic concepts. 57 Currently it is focused on ancient denominations but offers a basic ontology to build on for medieval and early modern coins.
Another particular useful resource for the description of the "content" layer of historical accounting records are common measurement conversions. Projects like the "Global price and income history working group" 58 link to a small selection of global conversions which are partially available as spreadsheets. Usually this kind of information is currently extracted from printed source and resources. 59 The concept of digital edition adding a "content" layer can integrate these texts into the framework of historical economic facts represented in the semantic web. In fact, the basic ontology of economic facts described above can be applied the digital edition of reference works for historical metrics. Listing #4# gives an example for a this TEI encoding for a fragment of Nelkenbrechers Taschenbuch from the 14 th edition from 1828 60 in which the text describes the capacity measurements used in Frankfurt/Main. The manual had to explain the partition of the old and a new capacity measurement used in particular for wine and the conversion of both of them into other measurements as for example the French metrical system. the cargo of the ships, gazetteer identifiers for the places named 61 and internal identifiers for the persons in their different spelling from entry to entry 62 .
This example makes clear that the potential of the formal description of basic data structures and the creation of controlled vocabularies in RDF unfolds in particular when the data is exposed online and when the data can be reused in different environments. The Semantic Web project of the W3C groups the according methods under the term "Linked Open Data". 63 A commonly used controlled vocabulary is one part of the linkage between open data resources. But the example above shows that the reused information can be extracted from digital editions. In fact accounting documents are a major source for information on conversions in particular on prices and wages. Instead of publishing lists separated from the source the usage of semantic web technologies in digital editions integrates the information with the text. The "content" layer of the digital edition becomes the data resource needed for economic analysis.
Technically semantic web technologies offer two methods to aggregate data from different resrouces: You can copy public RDF data you're interested in into your SPARQL engine with the SPARQL instruction "LOAD" 64 or you can address an external SPARQL engine via its "SPARQL endpoint" in a federated query with the SPARQL instruction "SERVICE". 65 From practical point of view both methods have drawbacks: The first method has to be executed before the actual query is done. Additionally, the SPARQL instruction "LOAD" is recent and thus not every SPAQRQL engine supports it, although support is increasing. Similar solutions are offered by OpenLink's middleware "URIburner" that is shipped together with the Virtuoso triple store 66 or the mechanisms to resolve FROM clauses in the Apache Jena ARQ engine 67 . The second method can be inserted in a single query, but has to rely on the performance and the reliability of the provider of the SPARQL endpoint. 68 For the editor, i.e. the data provider, it is sufficient to publish a RDF version of the "content" layer of the digital edition in one of the major RDF formats (i.e. RDF/XML 69 , RDFa 70 Turtle/N3 or JSON-LD), and not to setup a SPARQL endpoint as elaborate querying will most probably be executed in an environment controlled by the user.
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Example
Let me explain the complete setting of a semantic web representation in a digital edition with an example. It extracts information on the economic activities of millers in the first half of 15 th century from two digital editions of accounts: account of the charter house in Aggsbac and the registers of the Teutonic Order. The account of the charter house in Aggsbach in Lower Austria for the period from 1422 to 1432 has been transcribed by Thomas Aigner. This transcription was converted it into a TEI file, 72 from which economic facts can be extracted. The ontology on economic facts presented earlier is good enough to cover the basic facts in this account: Entries and measurable transferred can be entered into the text with the support of regular expression identifying the Arabic numbers followed by currency denominators "lb", "ß", "d". The coding of the transactions posted into the register needs manual intervention. The editor has to identify the parties between the money and the goods are transferred. In the entries is named usually only one partner of the transaction, as the other is the charter house itself, identified in the general heading. Converting the TEI into full transaction RDF needs therefore mechanisms to insert the complement partner in each entry. The account names millers at least four times: molitor and molendinum occur on fol. 30r, 32v and twice on fol. 33v. The classification of occupations in the digital edition of the registers gives a clue to all of these occurrences via the abstract identifier "http://www.schuredo.unihamburg.de/browse/profession/0032/0032". 73 The content of these entries can be encoded with the ontology described above: The millers and wind millers are recorded for liabilities they have with the Teutonic Order in Prussia. They owe money for mill stones and beer and eventually pay their debts. This information is attested by entries in the registers, for some of them even exist multiple evidence in several registers. Listing #6#b: SPARQL query to search for all entries referring to someone with the occupation "miller" in a RDF representation of the accounts of the charter house in Aggsbach and the registers of the Teutonic Order -resources access via SPARQL endpoints
Conclusion
Semantic Web technologies were developed to facilitate exchange of structured data over the web. They are the method of choice when it comes to expose the "content" layer of a digital edition of historical accounts and economic records online. Unfortunately only single projects have made use of the technologies. This is probably due to the fact that computer engineers consider SQL databases as the major method to represent and query structured data. An analysis of RDF and SPARQL as the main Semantic Web technologies has made clear that they are able to fulfill# the needs of many historians interested in the "content" layer: RDFs/OWL allows modeling and encoding of the basic economic facts recorded in historical accounts and economic records. SKOS allows describing taxonomies of commodities, services and monetary values recorded. They can be aligned into a common vocabulary. SPARQL allows aggregate querying of resources on these common facts together with individual data recorded. The next step for projects like the Sound Toll Online, the SchuReDo digital edition or any other digital representation of historical records of economic data is therefore to follow examples like the digital edition of the Basel annual accounts in the 16 th century: This edition has started as "simple" transcription of the texts adding information to TEI that allows an easy transformation into basic RDF resources. They represent not the complete richness of the text, as they model only the basic
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21 structure of accounting entry and organization of the entries in rubrics. But as the rubrics add some concepts drawn from modern accounting theory they already explain outliers in the income/expenses balance#: ##Credits repaid##. Digital editions of registers and accounts that try to express their interpretation of the text in a "content" layer and that publish this interpretation online with the help of semantic web technologies thus do what scholarly edition is meant to do: publishing the critical analysis of the document by a competent scholar.
